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Abstract: We consider to leverage optical transport network (OTN) encryption to enhance the secu-
rity in filterless optical networks (FONs), and solve the resulting security-aware multilayer planning.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the raising of new data-driven applications has stressed the underlying optical architecture of wide-area
networks (WANs) [1–5]. As a promising passive solution, filterless optical network (FON) has been proposed to re-
place optical switching elements (e.g., reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM)) in WANs with passive
splitters/combiners [6]. Hence, FON can potentially provide a more cost-efficient, and energy-efficient optical archi-
tecture for WANs, because it removes or minimizes the need ofactive optical switching. However, as the transmission
in FONs is based on “broadcast-and-select”, a malicious party can tap into the communications much more easily.
Previously, to overcome the physical-layer vulnerabilities in WANs and backbone networks, people have developed
optical transport network (OTN) encryption technologies that can ensure the security of OTN payload frames with
high-speed encryption cards (ECs) [7]. Specifically, in such a security-aware OTN, the OTN linecards (LCs)/switches,
and ECs can be arranged in three EC deployment (ECD) architectures to facilitate cross-layer traffic grooming and
wavelength routing [8]. Hence, it is expected that the security breaches due to broadcast-and-select can be resolved
by introducing ECs in FONs,i.e., a malicious party cannot decrypt the OTN payload frames without a proper EC.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, the security-aware planning of FONs has not been studied yet.

Note that, even for a normal OTN with wavelength switching, the security-aware planning that jointly considers LCs
and ECs is much more complex than the conventional one that only tries to groom traffic flows with LCs and schedule
the wavelength routing of resulting lightpaths [9]. This isbecause in addition to the packet and optical layers, the ECs
introduce a new encryption layer, and the operations of the packet and encryption layers are correlated, especially
when the three ECD architectures in [8] can be used simultaneously. Furthermore, because FONs utilize completely
different optical architecture than normal OTNs, the security-aware planning for them can be even more challenging.
This motivates us to study the security-aware planning in this work. Specifically, we consider the generic case in which
the nodes in an FON can either have mutual trustiness or not, and the network planner needs to switch among different
ECD architectures to adapt to traffic condition. We formulate an integer linear programming (ILP) model to optimize
the cost-effectiveness of the security-aware planning, and design a novel heuristic to solve the problem time-efficiently.

2. Security-aware Multilayer Planning for an FON with ECs
Fig. 1(a) explains the three commonly-used ECD architectures that organize LCs, OTN switches and ECs for mul-
tilayer service provisioning [8]. The OTN switches are actually the electrical switches for grooming/de-grooming
low-speed traffic flows to/from lightpaths. Hence, they can be incorporated in FONs.Architecture I maps each traffic
flow to an EC that connects to an LC and sets up an end-to-end lightpath with the LC to transmit the flow,Architecture
II grooms flows to an LC that connects to an EC and uses multi-hop lightpath routing to transmit the flows, andAr-
chitecture III uses an EC to encrypt each flow, grooms the encrypted flows to an LC, and also transmits the flows with
multi-hop lightpath routing. To incorporate these ECD architectures in an FON, we only need to replace the ROADMs
with passive splitters/combiners, while the remaining configurations are the same.

The security-aware planning needs to serve a set of flows fromthe IP layer (denoted asR). Each flow inR is
ri(si,di,bi), wherei is its unique index,si anddi represent its source and destination, respectively, andbi is its band-
width demand in Gbps. The physical topology of the FON is modeled as a graphG(V,E), whereV andE are the
sets of nodes and fiber links, respectively. We assume that the nodes inV can either have mutual trustiness or not. As
the FON uses broadcast-and-select to realize filterless transmissions, the optical layer should be designed with fiber
trees [6], each of which covers a subset of nodes inV . The optical signal from a node can only be broadcasted within
its fiber tree, and if the node wants to talk with another one that is not in its fiber tree, it needs to leverage cross-layer
traffic de-grooming/re-grooming to send a flow across fiber trees. And if the communication may be received by any
node (except the destination) that do not have mutual trustiness with the source node, it should be encrypted with ECs.

Fig. 1(b) gives an example on the security-aware planning for an FON with ECs. The sub-figure on the bottom right
shows the planning in the optical layer. Here, we mark the nodes that have mutual trustiness with the same color, and
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Fig. 1. (a) Three ECD architectures (adapted from [8]), and (b) Security-aware planning in an FON.

the links that belong to the same fiber tree are also in the samecolor. Hence, we design three fiber trees for the FON,
i.e., Trees 1-3 coverNodes {2,3,4}, {3,4,5,6} and{1,2,3}, respectively, andLink 5-6 is not included in any fiber
tree to avoid loops. The security-aware planning serves thesix flows inR. Flow r6 gets routed acrossTrees 1 and 3,
both of which contain nodes that do not have mutual trustiness with Node 1. Therefore, we allocate an EC to encrypt
r6 atNode 1, and it is not decrypted until reaching its destination (Node 4), i.e., r6 is served withArchitecture I in Fig.
1(a). Meanwhile, we allocate LCs onNode 2 for r6 to transmit it fromTree 3 to Tree 1. At Node 1, we encryptr1 and
r2 with ECs separately and then groom them to a same LC (Architecture III in Fig. 1(a)). Forr3, we groom it withr2

at Node 3 using an LC, but do not allocate an EC to encrypt it. This is becauser3 is served withTree 2 only, where all
the nodes have mutual trustiness with its source (Node 3), except forNode 4, which is the destination ofr3.

3. Algorithm Design
To optimize the cost-effectiveness of the security-aware planning, we formulate the ILP model below.
Key Notations:

tu,v: equals 1 if nodesu andv have mutual trustiness, and 0 otherwise.

R: set of traffic flows, where thei-the flow isri(si,di,bi).

BEc/BLc: set of EC/LC capacities on a node, andbEc
n /bLc

n is then-th one.

Zi
(u,v): boolean variable that equals 1 if flowri ∈ R is received after link

(u,v), and 0 otherwise.

X i
n,v/Y i

m,v: boolean variable that equals 1 if flowri ∈ R uses (then-th

EC)/(them-th LC) on nodev, and 0 otherwise.

Kli, j
m,v/Kei, j

n,v: boolean variable that equals 1 if flowsri andr j use the (m-

th LC)/(n-th EC) on nodev, and 0 otherwise.

N(1)
m,v/N(2)

n,v : boolean variable that equals 1 if the (m-th LC)/(n-th EC) on

nodev is used, and 0 otherwise.

P(u,v),k/Tu,k: boolean variable that equals 1 if (link(u,v))/(nodeu) be-

longs to fiber treek (k ∈ [1, |E|]), and 0 otherwise.

dk: boolean variable that equals 1 ifdk is a fiber tree, and 0 otherwise.

Objectives:

Minimize 2· ∑
v∈V





|BLC |

∑
m=1

αm,v ·N
(1)
m,v +

|BEC|

∑
n=1

βn,v ·N
(2)
n,v



 . (1)

Key Constraints:

∑
n∈[1,|BEc|]

X i
n,s ≥ Zi

(u,v) ·P(u,v),k ·Tp,k · (1− ts,p), {p : p ∈V, p 6= di}, (2) ∑
n∈[1,|BEc |]

X j
n,di

≥ ∑
(di ,v)∈E

Z j
(di ,v)

·Kei, j
n′ ,u,∀ri,r j ∈ R,n′ ∈ [1, |BEc |], (3)

∑
m∈[1,|BLc |]

Y i
m,v ≥ Zi

(u,v) ·Z
i
(v,p) ·P(u,v),k · (1−P(v,p),k), ∀(v, p) ∈ E, (4) ∑

m∈[1,|BLc |]

Y j
m,di

≥ ∑
(di ,v)∈E

Z j
(di,v)

·Kli, j
m′ ,u,∀ri,r j ∈ R,m′ ∈ [1, |BLc|], (5)

N(1)
m,v ≤ ∑

ri∈R
Y i

m,v ≤ M ·N(1)
m,v , ∀v ∈V,m ∈ [1, |BLc|], (6) N(2)

n,v ≤ ∑
ri∈R

X i
n,v ≤ M ·N(2)

n,v , ∀v ∈V,n ∈ [1, |BEc |], (7)

∑
m∈[1,|BLc |]

Y i
m,s = 1, ∀ri ∈ R, (8) ∑

k∈[1,|E|]

Tv,k ≥ 1, ∀v ∈V, (9) ∑
k∈[1,|E|]

P(u,v),k ≤ 1, ∀(u,v) ∈ E, (10)

1
2 ∑

(u,v)∈E

P(u,v),k = ∑
p∈V

Tp,k −dk, ∀k, (11) ∑
(u,v)∈E

P(u,v),k ≤ M ·Tv,k , ∀v, k, (12) Tv,k ≤ ∑
(u,v)∈E

P(u,v),k, ∀v, k, (13)

The objective in Eq. (1) is to minimize the total cost of deployed LCs/ECs, whereαm,v andβn,v are the unit costs of
corresponding LC and EC, respectively. Eqs. (2)-(8) ensurethat the allocations of LCs and ECs are correct in the FON.
Eqs. (9)-(13) ensure that the fiber trees are designed properly. Note that, some of the constraints in Eqs. (2)-(13) are not
linear. We linearize them with the commonly-used method forprocessing the multiplication of binary variables [10],
while the detailed linearization procedure is omitted due to the page limit.

To improve the time-efficiency of problem solving, we also propose a novel heuristic that solve the security-aware
multilayer planning with three steps,i.e., generating the initial fiber trees, provisioning flows inR based on the initial
fiber trees and allocating LCs/ECs accordingly, and updating the fiber trees and flow provisioning to reduce the de-



ployed LCs/ECs. InStep 1, we divide the nodes in the FON into groups according to theirmutual trustiness and the
flows in R, calculate a minimum spanning tree for each node group as an initial fiber tree, add the smallest number of
links (each link is also treated as an initial fiber tree) to connect the fiber trees, and store all the initial fiber trees in set
T . Next, we move toStep 2, where the flows inR are first sorted in descending order of their bandwidth demands,
and then they are served in the sorted order, based on the fibertrees inT . Specifically, for each flow, we calculateK
shortest paths in the FON, find the provisioning scheme on each path that can reuse the most deployed LCs/ECs, and
serve the flow with the scheme that results in the smallest incremental cost. Finally,Step 3 updates the fiber trees and
allocations of LCs/ECs in iterations to minimize the cost ofdeployed LCs/ECs. We first store all the links, which are
not included inT , in E ′. Then, for each link inE ′, we insert it in a proper fiber tree inT or mark it as a new fiber
tree, and obtain a new setT ′. We applyStep 2 to T ′ to see whether the cost of deployed LCs/ECs can be reduced. If
yes, we replaceT with T ′. The procedure inStep 3 is repeated until all the links inE ′ has been checked.

4. Performance Evaluations
Our simulations consider two physical topologies, which are the six-node one in Fig. 1(b) and the 14-node NSFNET
[10]. We assume that the feasible capacities of LCs/ECs areBEc = BLc = {40,100,400} Gbps [8], while the unit
costs of the corresponding LCs and ECs are{1,2,4} and{2,4,6}, respectively. The flows inR are randomly generated
and their bandwidth demands are within[25,200] Gbps, and the mutual trustiness among nodes is also randomly
determined. In addition to our ILP and heuristic, we also consider a benchmark that first randomly divides the nodes in
an FON into groups, and then appliesStep 2 in the heuristic once to get the multilayer planning. The simulations are
conducted on a computer with 2.1 GHz Intel CPU and 32 GB memory, and the environment is MATLAB 2019a with
Gurobi toolbox. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the results with thesmall-scale six-node topology. We can see that the total
costs from the heuristic are close to the optimal solutions from the ILP, and they are much smaller than those from
the benchmark. These results confirm the performance of our heuristic on security-aware multilayer planning. The
comparison in Fig. 2(a) explains the performance gap between the ILP and heuristic in Fig. 2(b). Specifically, the ILP
plans the flows to use a shorter average path length than the heuristic, i.e., unnecessary detouring and LC/EC usages
are eliminated. However, the ILP takes much longer time to run than the heuristic, and it can easily become intractable
when the problem size increases. As the ILP becomes intractable when NSFNET is used, Fig. 2(c) only compares the
costs from the heuristic and benchmark. The heuristic stillperforms better to provider much smaller deployment costs.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Simulation results.

5. Conclusion
To enhance physical-layer security in FONs, we introduced the ECs for OTN encryption, and obtained a novel problem
of security-aware multilayer planning. We formulated an ILP model and design a heuristic to solve the problem.
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